
School 
Holiday 
Program

Look no further! TAFE Queensland 
is thrilled to present a series of 
workshops designed to give 
high school students a 
tantalising glimpse into 
the world of TAFE 
Queensland.

RTO 0275  |  CRICOS 03020E  |  PRV13003

Are you pondering your future study options? 
Or perhaps you’re simply seeking an engaging 
way to spend the school holidays?

tafeqld.edu.au/events

Various 
Brisbane 
campuses

1- 5 July 2024

Book now
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Entry Requirements
Year levels

Open to students in 
Years 9, 10, 11 and 12

Guardian’s approval
We’ll need their contact 

info and a nod of 
approval

Student ID
Flash it like a badge of 

honour when you arrive

Workshops

Architecture, horticulture, 
design and engineering

Blueprints to Brushstrokes: Engineering designs and interior 
dreams

Sustainable Spaces: An introduction to architectural design

Greenthumbs: Cultivate your plant propagation skills

Bakery, patisserie and cookery

Baker’s Dream: A day of rising dough

Sweet and Savoury: A culinary journey

Creative arts

Future Filmmakers: From script to screen

Sketch Masters: Unleashing creativity with character art

Weaves and Strokes: Mastering artistic expression

Early childhood and education support

Child's Play: Shaping minds through sensory adventures

Events, tourism, and hospitality

Brewing Futures: The café skills workshop

Dream Destinations: Tomorrow’s travel and events experiences

Fizz and Bubble: Homemade drink carbonation

Justice and government

Legal Eagles: Navigating Australia’s justice system

Fashion, hair and beauty

Event-ready: Hair and beauty workshop

Fashion Accessories: Leather accessories with style

Fashion Illustration: Drawing artistic threads

Princess Peach: On-trend floristry

IT, digital design and photography

Code Forward: The next generation of digital frontiers

Front Cover Stars: Unveil your digital design potential

Next-Gen Creators: Unleashing the future of game design

Pixel Pioneers: Professional studio lighting and Photoshop

Shadows and Light: The art of cameraless photography

Nursing and health services

Future Nurses: Heroes in training

Sports and fitness

Future Fit: Athletic testing and tailored training

Game Changer: The Academy of Sport leaders of tomorrow

Student skills

Assignment Ace: Elevating your academic game

Excel Your Savings: A student’s guide to budgeting and saving

Jumping Hurdles: Strategies to cultivate resilience

Why attend?

• Explore your interests: Our workshops cover a spectrum of 
exciting fields—from cutting-edge technology to culinary arts. Dive 
in and discover what ignites your passion.

• Find your tribe: Forge friendships with like-minded students from 
across Brisbane. It’s a chance to swap ideas, share dreams, and 
create lasting memories.

• Certificate of completion: Boost your CV with a shiny certificate. 

• Invest in your journey: A full day workshop is $60.


